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Making Sense of Nonsense:
Winning the Language Game in Nu Noch
This paper is about the medieval Dutch farce, Nu Noch,
which was studied in Professor Beidler's seminar entitled
"The Origins of British Drama" (Spring 1994). In this paper
I disagree with-Professor E. Colledge, who writes that the
play has "no subtlety whatever." I suggest that the play is
a sophisticated language game.
1
The subject of this paper is a medieval Dutch play
entitled Nu Noch, 1 whose plot consists of a shrewish wife
who browbeats her husband Jack and a mischievious and
meddling neighbor who convinces Jack that he can
successfully rebel against his wife's physical and verbal
abuse by simply repeating the phrase "nu noch," which
roughly translates as "now again." This seemingly helpful
and insightful neighbor explains to Jack that the repetition
of nonsensical language will give him the upper hand in his
marriage because such discourse will make his wife suspect
that he is insane, which, out of both her concern for his
well-being and fear of his precarious position, effects her
complete subservience to Jack. Unfortunately for the dim-
witted Jack and the crafty neighbor, though, the wife is
only temporarily duped by the manipulation of language, and
when she discovers their trick, her abuse of both begins in
earnest.
Scholarship on this play is almost nonexistent, which
made it a perfect choice for study in a graduate seminar I
took here at Lehigh with Professor Peter Beidler in the
spring 1994 semester entitled "The Origins of British
Drama." One of Professor Beidler's goal was to "introduce
[his] students to the mysteries and joys of literary
scholarship," and to this end I, along with four other
classmates, worked on papers about Nu Noch aimed for both
conference presentation and publication and on its staging
2
fpr performance at the Medieval Forum at Plymouth State
College in Plymouth, New Hampshire. A version of this paper
was read after our performance in April 1994 and the version
that follows, which takes on one of the few scholars who has
worked with Nu Noch, Professor E. Colledge, has been
published in the fall 1994 issue of the Canadian Journal of
Netherlandic Studies, volume 15.2, pages 27-28. Professor
Beidler's remark is taken from this issue.
In the "Introduction" to an anthology entitled Reynard
the Fox and Other Mediaevel Netherlands Secular Literature
(London, 1967), Professor E. Colledge writes that Nu Noch is
a farce written solely to be performed
after some longer more serious production,
depending. . for much of its comic effect upon
the spectacle of well-known actors, seen a few
moments before in gallant or tragic roles,
suddenly transforming themselves into knock-about
comedians, designed to send the audience home in
good'numour. (11)
Professor Colledge also writes that the comedy has "no
subtlety whatever" and that it is the "coarse, broad comedy
of a society still close to the soil" (11).
I disagree with Colledge's assessment of Nu Noch.
Though the comedy may have followed a "more serious
production," it is by no means unworthy of serious
consideration. The purpose of my paper is to show that Nu
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Noch is not merely a "knock-about" comedy or that it is
characteristic of an intellectually unsophisticated society,
but that it is, in fact, a rather subtle work: Nu Noch is a
language game whose characters win by becoming, in the
neighbor's w<Jds, "boss in this house" (218). The rules for
Nu Noch are simple: players misuse language and distort
meanlng in order to manipulate others. Everyone in the
drama plays the game; some have higher stakes than others;
and no one wins. It is, in fact, impossible to win, for the
playwright, through the subtle use of paradox and irony, has
rigged the game in two ways. The language game has been
rigged, first, by the paradoxical manner in which the
characters speak to each other and, second, by the literal
meanings and implications of their discourse.
In the first type of "rigging," the paradoxlcal way in
which characters communicate, language is not used to convey
meaning to a listener; rather, it is made nonsensical
dialogue designed to manipulate others. The most obvious
example of this type of dialogue occurs between Jack and his
wife, who have a marriage characterized by mutual
manipulation of each other through language. Both Jack and
his wife want to change the other's tune. Jack desires
control so that he may stop living his "life of a dog" (7),
and his wife struggles for the power to browbeat Jack even
more effectively. Jack obviously makes a practice of being
late for dinner--perhaps because he spends too much time at
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the tavern. His return home at the start of the play is
greeted by his wife's sarcastic, "Welcome to your gracious
lordship" (71).
Both Jack and his wife perceive this attempt at
manipulation through language as being emblematic of
strength and power. For example, the neighbor, who is the
chief instigator of the more formal language game, with his
suggestion to articulate nonsense, reveals Jack's repertoire
of control-producing dialogue through a short series of
questions: "Have you tried cursing her? Sweet-talking
her?" (22). Jack probably nods "yes" to each question,
which signals to the manipulative neighbor that Jack is
ready to take the next step in using language to control his
wife and has him participate in what is in his estimation
the "great hoax" of repeating the nonsensical "now again"
(62) .
Jack also reveals his wife's similar speaking technique
during his very first lines in which he laments his
situation: "My wife scolds and curses at me until I wish I
was dead" (7-8). And she certainly fulfills her announced
role as shrew with curing ("Goddamn you for having lived so
long, you old fool!" [74-75]) and with threats ("I'm warning
you. You'll be sorry" [87]).
This manipulation of people through language, a
paradoxical means of communicating by conveying meaningless
meanings in order to gain or strengthen the speaker's
5
powers, is perpetrated also by the priest, whose dialogue is
meant to enhance further his authority. Our priest, through
nonsense that is on the same plane as Jack's "Now again,"
uses hocus pocus to exalt his position. His "warning" (169)
and "admonishing" (156) of Jack are nothing more than a show
of nonsense performed to impress the other characters whom
he orders to carry "my stole, my book, and my holy-water
sprinkler" (143) and to "come along" (146).
More subtle and interesting than the paradox of how the
characters speak is the second type of "rigging," the irony
that is embedded in the characters' language: what they say
rather than how they say it. This rigging becomes all too
easy to overlook when a reader of the drama views the
physical comedy as the focus, the only point, of the drama.
This more subtle irony of the lang~age game is, undoubtedly,
unknown to the speakers and occurs only twice in Nu Noch.
Specifically this irony of meaning is found in the speeches
of Jack and the priest who, in what at first may seem to the
audience or reader like the mere ramblings of a couple of
dolts, turn out, in fact, to contain significant allusions
to the subjects of sense, nonsense, and language. In Jack's
case, I am referring to the dialogue in which he gloats over
the duping of his wife and glows with the brilliance of the
nonsense that eventually, however fleetingly, makes him top
dog:
"This is the way to handle nagging wives! By St.
6
John, it was good advice that I should say 'Now
again.' My wife may be a terror, but this time
I've outsmarted her. It makes me laugh that she
thinks I've lost my mind. That's her mistake!
I'm wiser than Solomon was .. or even
Aristotle." (120-26)
Jack's assertion that he is wiser than Solomon or Aristotle
because he has discovered that affected madness--acting
"just like a cuckoo" (130)--will "be for my own benefit"
(131) is ironic not only because in reality Jack is
certainly undeserving of the company of the figures with
whom he "equates himself, but also because it brings a
sophistication to the work that Professor Colledge misses or
dismisses as just two images the author simply pulled out of
the air. Jack's assertion that he is as clever as Solomon
or Aristotle is appropriately ironic for the language game.
Solomon is, of course, known for his extraordinary wisdom,
which in Biblical terms is synonymous with "understanding"
(I Kings 3, 13). And Aristotle's basic premise about
rhetoric, found in his Poetics, equates communication with
thought. Language for Aristotle has a purpose, but does not
have meaning until the speaker values the listener. And
though language for Jack has a purpose, he blatantly
disregards the role of the listener in making meaning and
actually counts on the inability to understand, the
impossibility of making sense out of nonsense as a means of
7
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his manipulation.
The second example of irony occurs in the priest's
dialogue, which has one instance of the same sophisticated
irony as contained in Jack's. During his second "prayer,"
the priest warns Jack by the
"sun-tree and the moon, that seduced Alexander
into false dreams, by every dead priest, and by
all that great company lying dead in Babylon's
castle. " (169-72)
It is in keeping with the rules of Nu Noch, the irony of the
implications of meaning, that the priest is interrupted by
Jack with nonsense of "now again" just as he mentions
Babylon, which is the source for the word "babble," meaning
confusing and nonsensical language.
This play is not, then, as Professor Colledge asserts,
the "comedy of a society still close to the soil" (p. 11).
It is a delightful and clever farce constructed through the
subtle use of paradox and irony.
8
1. All quoatations of this play, which was translated from
the medieval Dutch by Pr.ofessor Therese Decker of Moravian
College in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, are from the fall 1994
issue of the Canadian Journal of Netherlandic Studies,
volume 15.2, pages 11-26.
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The Dialogic Style of George Gissing's New Grub Street
Recent discussions of Gissing's New Grub Street tend to
focus on the dialectic between the ideal artist, Edwin
Reardon, and the practical literary tradesman, Jasper
Milvain. This paper suggests that Gissing's dialogic style
subverts this conception of the novel as the difference
between the ideal and the practical. The novel is composed
of levels of discourse.
10
Recent discussions of George Gissing's New Grub Street
tend to focus on the dialectic between the ideal and the
practical, the polarization of the ethics of the idealist
artist, Edwin Reardon, and the literary tradesman, Jasper
Milvain: Mabel Donnelly describes the novel's structure as
the creation of a "pair of antagonists, Reardon and Milvain,
one rigid and morbid, the other opportunistic and
f
cheerful" .1 Jacob Korg interprets the novel as the
depiction of "one agency of modern society, the publishing
industry, destroying the high ideals of authors and driving
them to poverty, suffering and death, while industrious
hacks rise to wealth and fame. "2 Similarly, Andre Guillaume
writes that on the one hand, the novel consists of "honest
characters . [who] never compromise with the essentials
of truthfulness," while on the other hand, the "selfish
characters . . are steadfast in adversity, though they may
be lacking in spirit." 3 And most r,ecently, Rachel Bowlby's
analysis of the novel is as the
expansion of the mass market [of literature,
which] offers a choice between two starkly
different alternatives Reardon finds it
impossible to compromise his integrity by writing
pot-boilers to support his wife and child
[while] Milvain, who manages and manipulates the
profession of author with superb facility, serves
11
as a point of contrast with other, less adaptable,
[but more idealistic] comrades and competitors. 4
Such polarizations of the characters, however, fail to
acknowledge the dialogism in New Grub Street. The novel's
narration is constructed by voices or discourses that
constantly interact with each other and, as a result of
their dialogue, serve as a means of questioning all
utterances or belief systems. Indeed, the conception of New
Grub Street as a novel about the difference between the
ideal and the practical can be called into question.
Instead of the dialectic between the ideal and the
practical, the novel consists of two levels of discourses--
single-voiced and multi-voiced narrative speech--which offer
the-critic a multiplicity of meanings as "the" answers. The
novel's first level of discourse consists of what Mikhail
Bakhtin calls "single-voiced" utterances, that is: narrative
language that appropriates the language--both the spoken
word and thought--of another and thus, speaks with or as the
character. 5 For example, Reardon has to force himself to
write a pot-boiler that he entitles Margaret Home to pay the
bills. When he receives his copies from the publisher he
responds: "'Good God! What hellish torment it was to
write that page! .. It brings cold sweat to my
forehead to read the words. And to think that people will
skim over it without a suspicion of what it cost the
writer! '" (233). Several paragraphs later the single-voiced
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narrator commiserates with Reardon, stating in tone and
language similar to the idealist:
One of Reardon's minor worries . was the fear
that by chance he might come upon a review of
"Margaret Home." .... The judgments could not
but be damnatory, and . . . would disturb his mind
with evil rancour. No one would have insight
enough to appreciate the nature and cause of his
book's demerits; every comment ... would but
madden him with a sense of injustice . Not
he had written this book, but his accursed poverty
(239) .
The effect of this first level's echoing or imitation is
twofold: to reinforce the seeming polarity 6 of the novel's
framing discourse system and to establish through the
juxtapositions the primacy of the discourse of artistic
idealism (the utterances qf Edwin Reardon) over the
discourse of the practical tradesman (the utterances of
Jasper Milvain) .
Early in the text, this dialectic is given voice by "an
alarmingly modern young man"? named Jasper Milvain when he
explains to his sisters over breakfast the intricacies and
advantages of forming and maintaining relationships that
prove profitable in the business of literature. During the
conversation, Milvain notes the unfortunate difference
between his friend, Edwin Reardon, the idealistic artist,
13
and himself, the practical tradesman:
'[Reardon] is the old type of unpractical artist;
I am the l~terary man of 1882. He won't make
concessions, or rather, can't make them; he can't
supply the market . Literature nowadays is a
trade. Putting aside men of genius, who may
succeed by mere cosmic force, your successful man
of letters is your skilful tradesman . He
thinks first and foremost of trade markets
[I]f I had been in Reardon's place, I'd have made
four hundred at least out of "The Optimist"; I
should have gone shrewdly to work with all .
sorts of people. Reardon can't do that kind of
thing, he's behind his age; he sells manuscripts
as if he lived in Sam Johnson's New Grub Street. 8
But our Grub Street of to-day is quite a different
place: ... its inhabitants are men of business,
however seedy.' (38-39)
Despite their differences, Reardon also subscribes to
Milvain's dialectical assessment of the world of literature.
That dialectic allows him to define himself in terms of the
practical tradesman's Other: 9 he is, in short, the epitome
of the honorable artist motivated by truth and beauty, a
kind of literary priest whose work is sacred art.
In addition to Reardon's self-characterization as ideal
artist, his discourse is given primacy in the chapters ln
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which the character is introduced, "An Artist and His Wife"
and "The Way Hither," through discussions on the
interconnected subjects of economics and education. In "An
Artist and His Wife," the ideal is distanced from the
pedestrian notion of economics as the motivation of artists
by distancing Reardon from his wife, Amy. Amy tries often
to convince her husband to use literature for profit by
running through a litany of their imminent expenses. She
tells Edwin that
'[i]n a day or two you must pay this quarter's
rent, and that will leave us just about fifteen
pounds in the world. Where is the rent at
Christmas to come from? What are we to live on?
There's all sorts of clothing to be bought;
'-
there'll be all the extra expenses of winter.
Surely it's bad enough that we have to stay here
all summer; no holiday of any kind . (80-81) .
Amy paraphrases Milvain's advice on earning money and fame
after one of Reardon's torturously long and fruitless
attempts at such writing: "'The fact of the matter is, you,
could do fairly good work, and work which would sell, if
only you would bring yourself to look at things in a more
practical way'" (81) .
Reardon's response, of course, falls entirely on his
side of the dialectic and, as a result of his seemingly more
honorable position, creates sympathy for his heroic
15
attempt10 to participate in the discourse of practicality
when he explains to Amy that
'Milvain's temperament is very different from
mine. He is naturally light-hearted and hopeful;
I am naturally the opposite. What you say is true
enough; the misfortune is that I can't act upon
it. I am no uncompromising artistic pedant; I am
quite willing to try and do the kind of work that
will sell; under the circumstances, it would be a
kind of insanity if I refused. But power doesn't
answer to the will. My efforts [to write for the
market] are utterly in vain. . (80-81)11
But, despite Reardon's painful admission to being an
economic failure, Amy continues to badger Edwin about
compromising his art: "'Now let me advise you; put aside
all your strict ideas about what is worthy and what is
unworthy, and just act on my advice'" (84). And what
follows are Mil~ainian ideas about writing a "'sensational
plot'" to '!'earn some money'" (84). The resulting
conversation illustrates Reardon's separation from the
practical:
'You mustn't forget, Amy, that it needs a
particular kind of faculty to write stories of
this sort.'
'But the plot may be as silly as you like,
prov~ding it holds the attention of vulgar readers
16
'For Heaven's sake, Amy, don't speak to me in that
way! 1 can't stand that! Surely you can see that
1 am driven to think of every possible resource.
To speak like that is to abandon me. . don't
treat me as if you had no share in my miseries!'
(85) .
Not only is Reardon incapable of compromising his art,
he is forced to attempt to check his wife's increasing
practicality in order to save their marriage; he reminds her
that it was his artistic idealism tha~ attracted her to him
in the first place. By noting the pain that accompanies his
ideal existence, he continues to create sympathy for his
beliefs, his discourse:
'You begin to speak very coldly .. The mere
fact of your urging me to do anything that will
sell is a proof of bitter disappointment. You
would have looked with scorn at anyone who talked
to me like that two years ago. You were proud of
me because my work wasn't altogether common, and
because 1 had never written a line that was meant
to attract the vulgar.' (82)
And again, juxtaposed to this noble idealism is his crass
wife's admission:
'1 didn't think so much of money when we were
married .. 1 did think--there's no harm in
17
confessing it--that you were sure to be rich some
day; but I should have married you all the same if
I had known that you would win only reputation. '
(83)
Reardon's inability to write a vulgar line--to
compromise his art in terms of money and the ~arket--is
justified by the single-voiced narrator. In "The Way
Hither," the narrator distances the ideal from the practical
b
by taking on Reardon's discourse and speaking as he does him
on the subjects of education and economics. The narrator
explains how Reardon willingly, even comfortably, lived as a
"literary man, of course" (88) on the small amount of money
he inherited at his father's death:
His [two hundred pounds] lasted him nearly four
years, for. he lived with painful economy.
The strangest life, of almost absolute loneliness.
[F]or the greater part of ... four years
[Reardon] paid only three-and-sixpence a week for
the privilege of living [in a small garret]; his
food cost him about a shilling a day; on clothing
and other unavoidable expenses he laid out some
five pounds yearly. Then he bought books. A
strange time, I assure you. (88)
The underlined parts of the narrator's discourse are
instances of single-accented speech which echo and prefer
the character's utterances on the same subjects. This
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speech hybrid first assures the reader twice that Reardon's
version of life as literary man was strange and separates
him further from the practical and less rare literary men of
1882. The narrator's single-voiced construction also uses
the ironic phrase "for the privilege" used to denote
Reardon's attitude about his home which contrasts
significantly to his wife's practical economic concerns
about seaside holidays and her insistence on living in a
flat they can barely afford only because is offers qualities
"one's friends were supposed to admire" (76). And lastly,
by using the phrase "unavoidable expenses" and the word
"then" to begin the final sentence about his book purchases-
-items which, like shelter and food, he seems to need to
procure--the narrator shows the reader that an ideal artist
like Reardon would consider other ideal objects to be the
only possessions worth owning.
The single-voice narrator also uses the subject of
Reardon's extraordinary education to distance his art from
the vulgar. Here again the narrator appropriates the voice
of this extraordinary author:
[As a] boy [Reardon] was educated at an excellent
local school; at eighteen he had far better
acquaintance with the ancient classics than most
lads who have been expressly prepared for the
university, and, thanks to an anglicised Swiss who
acted as an assistant in [his father's] business,
19
he not only read French, but could talk it with a
certain haphazard fluency. These
attainments, however, were not of much practical
(87)
Again, the underlined portions denote the narrator's
specific adoption of truly Reardonian-type utterances. That
adoption enables him to speak with a similar idealist-as-
artist voice and thus, gives more weight to Reardon's side
of the dialectic by supporting and explaining his actual
inability--a kind of 9isability for someone like him--to
compromise his idealism and write for' the market, an act
that the character acquaints with Judas' betrayal of' Christ.
After all, how, one wonders, should one with such an
education lower himself to the- triv:iality_and_vulgarity_ oI_
the masses?
But there is a second, more complex and more
interesting level of discourse operating on the dialectic of
the ideal versus the practical in Gissing's New Grub Street.
Unlike single-accented discourse, double-voiced speech
construction, as Bakhtin defines it, contains "two speech
manners, two styles, . two semantic and axiological
belief systems, ,,12 which are completely dissimilar and yet,
incorporated into a single narrative voice. Double-accented
responses do not reinforce or echo the speech of the
character--they do not talk as he does, and therefore,
against the other side of the dialectic. Rather,· the speech
20
differences serve to dismantle the truth of the single-
voiced discourse systems13 --they talk against them,
complicating and. questioning the first discourse level's
conceptions of the ideal and the practical.
This subversion of the discourse of artistic idealism
through the technique of multi-voiced narration is a very
subtle, almost parenthetical-like language, whose loudest
voice is characterized by ironic disdain and mockery,14 two
of Gissing's "favorite weapon[s]. ,,15 The multi-voiced
narrator reassesses in the biographical "The Way Hither" the
character's reasons for his separation from those the market
serves. In "An Artist and His Wife," Reardon establishes
the primacy of his discourse by having other characters and
the reader believe that his role of idealist is,
unfortunately, a lonely job simply because there are so few
who cannot (not will not) compromise their art. The more
complex narrator of the novel's second discourse level,
however, questions Reardon's claims for a self-imposed
banishment from the masses. Addressing Reardon's truly
practical need to secure employment in London to supplement
his earnings from his writing, the multi-accented narrator
states:
Friends in London he had none; but for an
occasional conversation with his landlady he would
scarcely have spoken a dozen words in a week. His
disposition was the reverse of democratic, and he
21
~ .
could not make acqua~ntances below his own
intellectual level . He was a recluse in the
midst of millions, and viewed with dread the
necessity of going forth to fight for daily food.
(90)
The underlined sentence in this passage undermines the
discourse of honorable idealism by mocking it as an excuse
for unwarranted and petty snobbery. One wonders who would
lucky enough to be on his level after he is through
stratifying society. The implications of this snobbery16
are actually very interesting, though, because it is a
discourse system that thrives on the distancing of others'
languages: the snob's language is more valuable than
others' for the simple reason that it is his own. The
questioning irony, associated with the more complex
narration, encourages the reader to examine Reardon's and
his related narrative voice, and, for the first time in the
novel, the language of idealism blurs as unwarranted
egomania.
The narrator's subversion of Reardon's view of himself
as intellectual giant is a very subtle jab at his very
claims as "artist"--regardless of his idealism or
practicality. It is, perhaps; doubtful that a young man who
has just moved from the country to London to write can
invent characters and plots on a dozen words a week, at
least not interesting dialogic characters and plots (that
22
speak to each other and a reader) from his own short, one-
voiced existence. In a very literal way, Reardon distances
himself from most other languages.
This multi-accented questioning of Reardon-as-artist,
demarcated by the underlining, continues in a later (and
lengthy) passage in the same chapter where tpe narrator
explains. that the young artist decided to abandon scholarly
essays in order to write fiction as a means of earning more
money and, therefore, insuring his ability to continue to
"live by the pen" (92). He states:
Those two books of his were not of a kind to win
popularity. They dealt with no particular class
of society (unless one makes a distinct class of
people who have brains), and they lacked local
colour . It was clear that the author had no
faculty for constructing a story, and that picture
of active life were not to be expected from him;
he could never appeal to the multitude. But
strong characterisation was within his scope, and
an intellectual fervour, appetising to a small
section of refined readers, marked all his best
pages.
He was the kind of man who cannot struggle against
adverse conditions, but whom prosperity warms to
the exercise of his powers. Anything like the
cares of responsibility would sooner or later
23
harass him into unproductiveness. That he should
produce much was in any case out of the question;
possibly a book every two or three years might not
prove too great a strain upon his delicate mental
organism, but for him to attempt more than that
would certainly be fatal to the peculiar merit of
his work.. [Thus,] on receiving his legacy,
he put aside for nearly twelve months the new
novel he had begun. To give his mind a rest he
[went back to writing] essays, two of
[which] appeared in magazines. (93)
The subject of Reardon's snobbery is evident in this
passage. What was, according to the single-voiced narrator,
the struggle of the ideal author in search for true beauty
is now, while in the voice of the double-voiced narrator, a
pedantic artiste who writes only for with those who have
brains (that work according to his high standards). The
irony of the multi-accented narrative voice also questions
the idealistic author's work habits: his method of
composition seems to have little to do with the actual
physical act of writing and more to do with a very
leisurely, carefree notion about pacing one's self. When
the reader understands what the multi-voiced narrator is
actually implying, Reardon's lamentations about his struggle
as the ideal artist who is disgusted at committing the
unpardonable sin,l? the reader is invited to think in a
24
different discourse, realizing, perhaps, the self-
proclaimed idealist is really an artiste complaining about
having to work for a living.
what is perhaps most interesting, most dialogic, about
this passage, though, is the narrative discourse that in the
previous chapter would have been employed successfully by
Reardon's one-voiced discourse in order to establish the
primacy of his side of the dialectic, speci~ically his
language dealing with his distance from the practical
masses. The narrator's undermining of Reardon's truly
unsubstantiated claims as honorable artist requires the
reader to consider the implications of this speech: is
Reardon's very small readership (mentioned three times in
two relatively short paragraphs) due to his uncommon
"intellectual fervour" and their refinement? dr, is his
writing unpopular because he is not talented, because he
cannot appeal to others, because he is unproductive? After
all, he is, explains the narrator, incapable of constructing
a story!
This type of interaction of speech types, or belief
systems --the questioning of meanings--is what makes New
Grub Street dialogic. It is also what makes the novel's
belief systems so difficult to pin down. But it is also
striking, especially to a reader who initially goes looking
for the answer18 --and at some point in her reading, any
answer--amid the noise of heteroglossia. 19 Take, for
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instance, a section of prose that explains the process of
Reardon's self-taught skill of fiction-writing, learned in
"his true home" (90), the Reading Room of the British
Museum:
He began to work [at literary essays] . but at
the same time he thought often of [an
acquaintance's] suggestion [to write fiction], and
before long had written two or three short
stories. No editor would accept them, but he
continued to practice kindly in that art It
was significant, however, that no native impulse
had directed him to novel-writing. His
intellectual temper was that of a student, the
scholar . . . blended with a love of independence
which had always made him think with distaste of a
teacher's life. (90)
The blurring of voices which characterizes the speech of
this excerpt makes labelling and defining phrases as singly
supportive of Reardon's idealism or questioning the basis
for his impenetrable ego very difficult. For example, can
one criticize Reardon for his disliking teaching if he is
especially fond of being alone?20 Is his diligence at
writing fiction admirable? Or, on the other hand, is
Reardon really hoping, like the practical literary
tradesmen, to sell his work? And does not disliking a
teacher's life mean that the character dismisses the notion
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that one can, in fact, learn from others and this
misanthropic notion is the real reason for being referred to
as a "scholar . with a love [for] independence"?
This narrative confusion associated with the dialogic
meshing of discourses also makes, as much as it really can,
each of the novel's characters and readers responsible for
questioning the validity of all speech, especially that
which is touted as truth. Gissing's novel simply cannot be
pinned down in terms of opposing sides in the dialectic
between the ideal and practical, as illustrated in this
example in which the narrator directly addresses the reader:
The chances are that you have neither
understanding nor sympathy for men such as Edwin
Reardon .. . You are made angrily contemptuous
by [his] failure to get on You scorn
[his] passivity; but it was [his] nature and
merit to be passive . The sum of [his]
faults was [his] inability to earn money; but,
indeed, that inability does not call for unmingled
disdain. (462)
Immediately following the narrator's call for sympathy,
though, Reardon dies in a chapter that is humorously, but
undoubtedly unsympathetically, entitled "Reardon Becomes
Practical." Such contradictions--in this case between the
narrator's call for sympathy juxtaposed against the bitterly
ironic chapter title--are a call or challenge to understand
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better, to rethink, and, therefore, get closer to a truth.
And this attempt can only be achieved through the constant
act of discussion, of sharing the spoken word and the silent
internal speech of thought. Thus, through dialogic
interpretations, answers are found and better ones are
always waiting to be given voice.
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it as "some kind of language validated by its one-to-one
correspondence to psychological or historical reality"
(456). He disagrees with the notion held by most who search
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The "cyclops" Episode of James Joyce's Ulysses:
Cursing the Curse of Cromwell
or
Standing Up to God's Irishman
Recent discussions of Leopold Bloom tend to describe
him as a comic character, who survives in the modern world
by adapting to or avoiding physically and psychologically
dangerous situations. This paper examines Bloom's role in
the "Cyclops" episode in which he challenges the Irish
hegemony in Barney Kiernan's pub.
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For the reader who finds James Joyce's Ulysses
delightfully humorous, Zack Bowen's interpretation of the
work as "primarily a comic novel" (xiii) and his
lamentations about its sometimes being regarded
pessimistically ring especially true. I agree with Bowen
that it is bothersome that
such a funny and rewarding book as Ulysses, a work
that ends with a resounding affirmation, 'Yes,'
should be seen as an embodiment of hopelessness by
so many, 1 when to others .. it represents a
comic affirmation of the spirit of life. (1)
From the novel's first pages, in which the irreverent Buck
Mulligan celebrates his mass (wearing a yellow dressinggown
for vestments and substituting a "bowl of lather" [3] for
the paten), to the pronounced effects of the burgundy Bloom
drinks with his lunch, " [p]prrpffrrppff" (239), to the ·silly
catechism-like questions in the "Ithaca" episode, such as,
"What proposal did Bloom, diambulist, father of Milly,
somnambulist, make to Stephen, noctambulist?" (570), humor
permeates the pages of Ulysses.
While these three examples are, of course, funny, they
are not, however, what make Ulysses a "comic" novel. For my
purpose, the concept of comedy depends on the scholarship of
Susanne K. Langer who, in Feeling and Form, characterizes it
in organic, Darwinian terms: comedy is a means of "self-
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preservation [and] self-restoration" (327) by which a living
thing "adapts itself to [a] situation" (328). For example,
Langer writes that a
fish that has most of its tail bitten off partly
overcomes the disturbance of its locomotion
patterns by growing new tissue, replacing some of
the tail, and partly adapts to its new condition
by modifying the normal uses of its fins, swimming
effectively without trying to correct the list of
its whole body. (328)
If the "life rhythm" (328) should be disturbed, an organism
either removes the "obstacle" or "develops a slight
variation of its typical form and activity and carries on
life with a new balance of functions" (328). This "comic"
survival, writes Langer, in a "world fraught with disasters"
(329) is a temporary2 "image of . vitality holding its
own amid the surprises of . coincidence" (331).
The "rhythm of comedy," writes Langer, "is the basic rhythm
of life" (349).
In a comic analysis of a novel, then, the survival of
the "living" thing, or character, is seen as a "temporary
triumph over the surrounding world" (348) of the plot. Two
scholars in particular, Zack Bowen (explicitly) and Shari
Benstock (implicitly) analyze Ulysses according to Langer's
notion of the cornie. Bowen, in Ulysses as a Comic Novel,
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equates Leopold Bloom with Langer's mutilated, albeit
heroic, fish in his ability to "survive in the often
inhospitable environs of dear dirty Dublin" (5). He writes:
[Bloom has an] upside-down way of looking at both
life and Molly's rump: his enjoyment of life's
vital processes of ingestion and elimination; his
ever-present, oft-thwarted sexual drives; his
sexual surrogates of ladies' ankles, knickers, and
other fetishistic garments and activities; and his
pleasant, calm acceptance of masturbation as a
substitute for coition are all like Langer's
damaged fish who navigates as near+y as possible
. in an attempt to restore nature's balance.
(5 )
Bowen asserts that Bloom's life is an important example of
"survival and vitality for the common man" (5).
In Shari Benstock's "The Evasion Principle: A Search
for Survivors in Ulysses," Bloom also resembles Langer's
spunky fish in his ability to withstand the dangers of
Joyce's plot, a talent that "hang[s] on the all-important
gerund, I avoiding'" (161). Benstock assigns signi ficance to
Bloom's morning trip to the butchers for his kidney when he
"crosse[s] [the street] to the bright side, avoiding the
loose cellarflap of number seventy-five" (Joyce 57). This
characteristic comic evasion is emblematic of how "Bloom
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outwits the angry gods who perplex his day" (161).
For both Bowen and Benstock, Bloom is comically heroic
in his dealings with the world as antagonist (Langer 349)
through his navigation of Dublin: he "reacts to events as
they occur" (Bowen 11) and is rewarded for his "sur~footed
perseverance" (Benstock 162) with "unruffled sleep" at his
day's end (Benstock 179). The "rewarding" part of Ulysses
for the reader, then, is the comic hero's survival of June
16, 1904, the longest day of the year, which is certainly no
small feat in Joyce's plot (and our modern world).
While I certainly agree that a significant aspect of
Leopold Bloom's character is his "comic element," I also
think that there is more to him than just a successful
adaptation to or evasion of the plot's physical and
psychological dangers. And perhaps no where does a purely
comic analysis of Leopold Bloom seem more inadequate than in
the "Cyclops" episode, in which B'loom affirms the "spirit of
life" not through a comic modification of his condition; but
rather, and more importantly, by rejecting this means of
existence while boldly and heroically asserting his own
sense of self within and against the Irish hegemony found in
Barney Kiernan's pub.
This assertion of self--a distinctly uncomic act--is
instigated partly by the narrative structure of "Cyclops,"
which makes Leopold Bloom the focus of the episode as he is
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in no other part of the text, for it is in Barney Kiernan's
pub in which the reader, for the first time in Ulysses, does
not "view" Bloom through his own consciousness through the
technique of internal monologue; but rather, entirely as the
patrons of the pub, the unnamed narrator and his
acquaintances, regard him. This shift in understanding
Bloom makes the reader an uncomfortable, distanced observer
of him and the episode's events, a kind of eavesdroppe;' who
no longer is the privileged (and biased) experiencer of the
character and the plot, but rather; merely a watcher of the
action. Bloom is, writes Michael Grodon in Ulysses in
Progress, "seen completely from the outside" (152) in this
episode.
This shift in reading experience--from the direct
familiarity (and intimacy) with Bloom to a complete
distanced observance of him-- 3is significant in the
establishment of the anti-Bloomian Irish hegemony residing
in Barney Kiernan's pub, for it is in the "Cyclops" episode
in which the texts's first first-person narrator, a
'" [c]ollector of bad and doubtful debts'" (Joyce 240),
engages anyone within earshot in a manner that presupposes a
relationship--a shared world view--with him and the pub's
patrons, most notably among whom is a character simply
referred to as "the citizen," an obvious emblem of the
hegemony of Ireland.
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The narrator's manner of speech does not allow for a
true exchange of dialogue. His conversation with the pub's
patrons is indicative of a hegemonic world view_an~ is, as
the episode's title suggests, "cyclopic": clearly one-
sided, authoritative, ignorant, and prohibitive of another's
expression of ideas. The drinkers embody, or practice,
monologistic language which is "connected with a past that
is felt to be hierarchically higher" (Bakhtin 342), the
purpose of which is to demand from the listener an
"unconditional allegiance" (Bakhtin 343). This discourse
is, writes David Hayman, indicative of a "belligerent, self-
pitying nationalism, generated by a hypocritical and self-
serving morality" (245). There are several instances of
this authoritative, "cyclopic" language from the debt
collector's narration that do not acknowledge the listener
as if he could or would have another (his own) opinion. For
example, the narrator begins to summarize Bloom's ideas on
discipline, but does not provide his entire response and
says, in a manner that assumes that his listener agree, and
therefore would not have anything to add, "'Didn't I tell
you? As true as I'm drinking this porter . he'd
[Bloom] try to downface you that dying was living (270).
And while being addressed in this manner, a tone that
assumes a listener's assent and 'dismisses the words of
another, is rude, it is not as dangerous as the citizen's,
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whose discourse does not subsume his listener like the
narrator's does, but forcibly makes him "other," an
outsider, the enemy.4 The citizen, in fact, is the
embodiment of "cyclopic," authoritative discourse and is a
"leader" who holds court in the pub and waits for
acquaintances to pay him homage by buying him drinks and
telling him the news of the day. These acts fuel his
tendency for angrily, stupidly, and drunkenly lecturing on
the glories of his country's past:
So of course the citizen was only waiting for the
wink of the word and he starts gassing out of him
about the invincibles and the old guard and the
men of sixtyseven and who fears to speak of
ninetyeight . and all the fellows that were
hanged, drawn and transported for the cause by
drumhead courtmartial and a new Ireland and
new this, that and the other. (250-51)
The process of this re-creation of a true Ireland--a subject
that fills the discourse of the citizen and his
acquaintances--is neither realistic nor organized and seems
to include only such essentials as outlawing lawn tennis and
speaking Gaelic. s
This type of hegemonic discourse is further made
ridiculous by the insertion into, or interruption of, the
narration of the events of the afternoon of 16 July with
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parodied material that is "juxtaposed with [the plot's]
realistic incidents" (Grodon 130). The parodies serve as a
powerfully, heavy-handed "unmasking of speech"
(Bakhtin 304) which mock the drinkers' "Irishness" and
-quess-ien-t.he intelligEnce Qf__the speaker and the importance
or validity of the subject being discussed while also
emphasizing the differences in the content and meaning of
Bloom's discourse, which further establish him as "other"
and, more importantly, set the stage for his anti-comical
heroic act.
The "unmasking" and mockery of the hegemonic language
through parody that. exists in this "den of violent foo).s"
(Hayman 250) is made manifest by the following example in
which the citizen interrupts, in all seriousn~ss, John
Wyse's conversation on the future necessity to reforest
Ireland:
'Save them ... the giant ash of Galway and the
chieftain elm of Kildare with a fortyfoot bole and
an acre of foliage. Save the trees of Ireland for
the future men of Ireland on the fair hills of
Eire, 0.' (268)
Immediately following the citizen'S interruption is a parody
of a newspaper society page whose subject is related to this
conversation, thus rendering it even more ridiculous and
making certain that one recognizes the one-eyed sterility
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and stupidity of the citizen's discourse and discourse like
it:
The fashionable international world attended en
masse this afternoon at the wedding of the
chevalier Jean Wyse de Meaulan, grand high chief
ranger of the Irish National Foresters, with Miss
Fir Conifer of Pine Valley. Senhor Enrique
Flor presided at the organ with his wellknown
ability and . . played a[n] arrangement of
Woodman, spare that tree . Mr and Mrs Wyse
Conifer Neaulan will spend a quiet honeymoon in
the Black Forest. (268-69)
The parodied material that juxtaposes Bloom's language,
however, offers more, I think, to Joyce's reader (is more
"rewarding," as Bowen might conclude) because it illustrates
Bloom's ability to see with both eyes,6 to hear the language
of another with both ears, to think with his head and his
heart. Bloom offers different, kind, intelligent, and more
other-oriented views during conversations, perhaps the most
important dealing with capital punishment and discipline,
two subjects that lead directly to a conversation on
persecution, Bloom's defiance of the citizen, and his
assertion of self.
Bloom's speech almost always reflects his desire for a
factual, educated understanding of subjects? and a more
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humane humanity.s For example, Bloom, who has been
"skeezing around" (249) just outside the pub waiting to
accompany Martin Cunningham to help the grieving Dignam
family recover an insurance policy,9 enters the
establishment as the narrator and his cronies are discussing
applications that were made for the position of hangman:
"'They're all barbers. from the black country that
would hang their own fathers for five quid down and
travelling expenses, '" someone says (250). Their
conversation on hangm~n leads to Alf Bergen's indispensable
bit of knowledge concerning hanged men: hanging" 'hasn't a
deterrent effect on . the poor bugger's tool I
heard from the head warden that . . . when they hanged Joe
Brady, the invincible, [that] it was standing up ln
their faces like a poker'" (250). And Bloom's "educated"
contribution to this conversation10 is all but ignored by
the narrator: "And then [Bloom] starts with his jaw
breakers about phenomenon and science and this phenomenon
and the other phenomenon" (250).
But following that cyclopic summarization of Bloom's
unheard speech is a parody of a medical journal that not
only "talks over" Bloom, poking fun at him for how he
speaks, but also draws attention to what he says,
specifically underscoring his significantly un-citizenlike
"educated" interest in this and related subjects:
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The distinguished scientist Herr Professor
Luitpold Blemenduft tendered medical evidence to
the effect that the instantaneous fracture of the
cervical vertebrae and consequent scission of the
spinal cord would . produce in the human
subject a violent ganglionic stimulus of the nerve
centres of the genital apparatus . (250)
his notable difference in content regarding this
conversation is further underscored by a more
"philosophical" contribution made by Bloom concerning
capital punishment--a response that does not extend the
baseness of the drinkers' conversation, and therefore, is
awkward and unappreciated among them--that also goes
noticeably unheard. His response is, in fact, not even
directly provided and what is accentuates Bloom's
"otherness" and especially his listeners' disregard of his
intent:
So they started talking about capital punishment
and of course Bloom comes out with the why and the
wherefore and all the codology of the business and
the old dog smelling him all the time I'm told
those jewies does have a queer odour coming off
them for dogs about I don't know what all
deterrent effect and so forth and so on. (250)
Bloom continues this conversation on discipline and
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punishment in spite of the citizen's increasingly insulting,
anti-Bloomian language. 11 Bloom returns to this subject,
even when the others have moved on: after talking about
sports and his wife's singing career, Bloom begins again
about "moderation and botheration and colonies and
. civilization" (266) and, after Wyse's reforestation
conversation, he
starts telling [the others] about corporal
punishment and about the crew of tars and officers
and . . the parson with his protestant bible to
witness punishment and a young lad brought out,
howling for his rna . [and how] the master at
arms comes along with a long cane and . . . flogs
the bloody backside off the poor lad . (270)
And it is precisely at this point in the conversation
when the drunken citizen is complaining about the British
navy" 'that bosses the earth'" (270) that Bloom begins to
more directly challenge the hegemony and astutely responds
with, '" But . . isn't discipline the same everywhere. I
mean wouldn't it be the same [in Ireland] if you put force
against force?'" (270). Bloom continues, perhaps foolishly,
--------------- -- -_.
in this vein, ignoring or ignorant of the signs that
foreshadow a confrontation which at least the narrator has
been noticing ("Begob I saw there was trouble coming"
[263] . ) , 12 by stating, '" Persecution . . . all the history
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of the world is full of it. Perpetrating national hatred
among nations'" (271).
Bloom's challenging escalates after this last remark,
he continues his assertion of self even after he is checked
by one of the citizen's cronies with, "'But do you know what
a nation means? '" (271) and by the citizen himself
with a similar questj"on (272). And at this point, if Bloom
were a true comic character, he would modify his actions; he
would attempt to avoid what he and the narrator sense is
coming by changing the subject, backing off, or excusing
himself and waiting for Cunningham outside the pub. But
Bloom does not navigate this situation by avoiding or
adapting to the antagonistic world of the plot, the Irish
hegemonic discourse espoused in Kiernan's pub. On the
contrary, he passionately challenges it and the citizen by
heroically "standing up to the business end of a gun" (273)
and asserts his sense of self by talking about anti-semitism
and justice: "'And I belong to a race too. . that is
hated and persecuted. Also now. This very moment. This
very instant'" (273) and "'Mendelssohn was a jew and Karl
Marx And the Savior was a jew and his father was a
jew. Your God . Your God was a jew. Christ was a jew
like me'" (280).
"Bloom's uncomic heroism has no real impact on the
hegemony,13 however, except to enrage the citizen, who,
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while "cursing the curse of Cromwell" (280), throws an empty
biscuit tin at Bloom, who has been dragged out of the pub by
Cunningham and saved by the "furious driving" (282) of the
jarvey and who, it is parodied, escaped "amid clouds of
angels . like a shot off a shovel" (283). These last
acts of Bloom as other--the challenge of the hegemony and
assertion of self by one who is emblematic of both
everything and nothing: "'Is [Bloom] a jew or a gentile or
a holy Roman or a swaddler or what the hell is he?
Or who .. ?'" (276)--are truly heroic. Bloom does not, at
least in the "Cyclops" episode, comically avoid or adapt to
the antagonistic, authoritative world of Joyce's Dublin.
Rather, as he "says" in the "Circe" episode,:
'I stand for the reform of municipal morals and
----the- plain_ten_cornrnandrn~n~_l\Lew~orld~Jor old.
Union of all, jew, moslem and gentile
esperanto the universal language with universal
brotherhood. No more patriotism of barspongers
and dropsical imposters. Free money, free rent,
free love and a free lay church in a free lay
state. ' (399)
Bloom's distinctly unmodified response to and challenge
of the authoritative discourse in the "Cyclops" episode is
more heroic than a comic hero's usual avoiding or adaption
to the antagonistic world of the plot. Bloom's assertive
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acts in this episode--his assertion of his otherness as
"'that [which] is really life'" (273)--are a more perfect
example of "survival and vitality for the cornman man" (Bowen
5): as another character in the "Circe" episode says:
"'I'm a Bloomite and I glory in it. I believe in him in
spite of all. I'd give my life for him, the funniest man on
earth'" (401).
... -------------
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1. In an essay entitled "Ulysses: A Monologue," published in
1932, Carl Jung wrote that everything in Ulysses is
"desouled," and that in all the book there is nothing
pleasing, nothing refreshing, nothing hopeful . (Bowen
ix) .
2. The act is temporary because it is a part of the "continuous
process of living" (329).
3. We, as readers, now ask, "What is going to happen to him
next?", no longer, "What are 'we' doing now (or next)?"
4. Fredric Jameson, in The Political Unconscious, writes that
the idea of ethics, in this case the citizen'S belief system,
"lives by exclusion and predicts certain types of Otherness or
evil [which] must ultimately have political
consequences" (60).
5. Lawn tennis is a decidedly English' sport, and of which
Bloom, unfortunately for him, admires its required "agility
and," ironically, "training [of] the eye" (262). The
citizen'S opinion, of course, conflicts with Bloom's. The
narrator states: "So off they started about Irish sports and
shoneen games the like of lawn tennis and about hurley and
putting the stone and racy of the .soil and building up a
nation once again and all to that" (260). On the subject of
Gaelic, the narrator states, "So then the citizen begins
talking about the Irish language and the corporation meeting
and all to that and the shoneens that can't speak their own
language. "(255) .
6. Bloom is aware of his ability to see differently than those
in the pub: " 'Some people, '" he says, '" . can see the
mote in others' eyes but they can't see the beam in their
own'" (267).
7. Most of Bloom's science-and-fact-based knowledge, Hugh
Kenner writes, is "traceable to books. . [and] is extremely
inexact, [though] it never produces an effect of
---·---~c=o~n:Eus-ion-tl-(t;lt;l-),-:.~---------------------------
8. There are several instances in which Bloom's concern for the
humane are given voice (and go cyclopically unheard), but for
brevity's sake, I shall relegate only a few examples to this
footnote: "Mr Knowall" (258) also talks about a gentle
treatment of hoof and mouth disease, which the narrator refers
to as "sheepdip" (258), and, according to the narrator, says
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something like, "Humane methods. Because poor animals suffer
and experts say and the best known remedy that doesn't cause
pain to the animal and on the sore spot administer gently . .
" (259). He is also the only character in Ulysses who
expresses any sympathy and compassion for Mrs. Breen (263),
whose husband is '" traipsing all around Dublin'" in his
"'bathslippers'" with a "'postcard someone sent him with U.p:
up on it. '" (245).
9. Bloom explains that he is going to see '" about this
insurance of poor Dignam'S . You see [his family]
can't recover on the policy'" (257). But as far as one of his
"listeners" is concerned, this is pure Shylock business (257).:
This anti-other notion is supported by another Dubliner' s
answer to Cunningham 's" ,asking where was Bloom' " :
'" [d]efrauding widows and orphans'" (276).
10. Bloom explains that the erection "' can be explained by
science ... [and that] [i]t's only a natural phenomenon ..
'" (250).
11. Bloom does no avoiding or modifying of his speech in this
episode, even when the citizen ignores Bloom's earnest
attempts to get the citizen to "'grasp [his] point'" (251) by
responding, "'Sinn fein amhain! The friends we love are by
our side and the foes we hate before us'" (251).
12. The narrator also notices
increasingly hostile language:
nothing. ." (265).
that Bloom notices the
"So Bloom lets on he heard
13. Barney Kiernan's pub is a place where "darkness prevails [, ]
[where] anger and violence darken the air, prejudice
darkens the minds of men, [and] drink befuddles their brains"
(Hayman 258) .
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